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There are over 2 million apps on the App Store and
growing. The only apps that do well are ones which are 
well designed both in terms of user interface and user 
experience. That's why it so important to learn the design 
skills that will make your app stand out in a crowd.

The App Design Course is great for people with
absolutely no design experience or experienced design-
ers who want to get up to speed quickly with mobile app 
design. We'll introduce you to the art of making beautiful 
apps. We'll explore key UI and UX concepts that are 
essential to building good looking and easy to use apps 
that are loved by users. This course has a practical com-
ponent that takes you step-by-step through the workflow 
of a professional app designer. From user flow diagrams 
to wireframing to mockups and prototypes. Students 
completing the course will have the knowledge to create 
beautiful and lovable apps that leave people with a smile 
on their face.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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By the end of the course, you will learn:

• Overview of UX design
• Planning your app
• Basic design principles
• Sketching your screens
• Building a wireframe
• Building and testing a prototype
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 Introduction to web

Html 5

JavaScript
basic- advanced

Introduction to
angular js

Building a single
page application

Understanding the
oncept of ng-app
and modules in angular

Injecting services
to various other
elements demo

Filters

Validation

Working with
external
components

Unit testing

Resolving routes

Events

Directives

Promises



Course outline

 Introduction to web
• Development server vs browser
• Web architecture
• Understanding browser

Html 5
• Input elements
• Block level elements
• Inline elements
• Attributes
• Audio tags
• Video tags
• SVG (scalar vector graphics) canvas articles



Course outline

JavaScript basic- advanced
• Introduction to JavaScript
• Understanding programming
 basics of JavaScript
• Dom manipulation with solid principles
• Object oriented JavaScript
• Understanding prototypes,
 immediate functions
• Understanding closures
 and call back functions

Introduction to angular js
• What is dependency injection?
• Introduction to MVC design pattern
• What are views, models and controllers in angular?
• Introduction to modules, controllers,
 services, factories, filters, directives,
 templates and routing
• A simple demo comparing the traditional
 development with angular development



Course outline

Building a single page application
• Creating a HTML app with twitter bootstrap
• Adding a simple angular controller
• Adding a simple angular model
• Explaining the MVC pattern

Understanding the concept of
ng-app and modules in angular
• In depth understanding of models and
 controllers by creating a demo application
• Understanding the concept of scope
• Managing Scope and setting up behavior
• Building a basic controller
• Working with built in services and factories
• Creating a custom services



Course outline

Injecting services to
various other elements demo
• Routing in angular js
 understanding the default
• Routing using angular ui router
 dealing with states

Resolving routes
• Passing parameters in routes
• Demo

Events
• Controller to controller communication
• Understanding the $broadcast,
 $on,$watch and $emit
• Demo



Directives
• Working with built in directives
• Understanding the link function
• Creating custom directives
• Advanced concepts of directives
• Demo

Promises
• Understa nding the promise patterns
• Working with $q in angular js
• Demo

Filters
• Working with built in filters
• Creating Custom filters

Course outline



Course outline

Validation
• Working with form validation
• Creating custom validators

Working with external components
• Grid component
• Modal component
• Pagination component
• Accordion and tab control

Unit testing
• Working with grunt
• Working with gulp
• Working with yeoman, bower
• Working with jasmine and karma



We, at Learners Point, take immense pride in our teach-
ing methods and instructors. Our instructors are some of 
the best experts from their fields and employ a practical 
approach to learning. Many of them are globally recog-
nised and have a diverse set of experience in their field 
of expertise. You are always sure to have the best in the 
industry as your teachers who are ready to guide you at 
every step and make the experience informative yet 
enjoyable.  Apart from the focus on learning your chosen 
course, our instructors also encourage students to devel-
op communication skills and interpersonal skills neces-
sary to excel in the practical world. We o�er one of the best 
UX/UI courses in Dubai.

Trainer

About our trainer

Our cutting edge teaching methods make every 
program an immersive and productive experience for 
the learners. Our learning methods are research-driven 
and are continuously updated to stay relevant to pres-
ent times as well as the future. You will enjoy practical 
applications of everything learned through theory and 
regular mock examinations to help monitor your 
progress. Our courses are led by an instructor in a 
classroom setup and we do offer online high-quality 
sessions as well for individuals. We also monitor the 
training sessions with a progress tracker to maintain 
high standards of instruction & ethics.
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Abdul Azeez
“I have completed UX/UI Design course from Learners 
Point and found it really valuable. The trainer was patient 
throughout the sessions and in case of any queries, he 
took extra time to explain the fundamentals. His way of 
explaining the concepts from user flow diagrams to 
wireframing to mockups and prototypes was purely 
phenomenal. Thanks to Learners Point.”

Cristopher
“Our trainer has been the best UX/UI Design Trainer 
throughout the session. He took ample time in explaining 
and delivering a successful training session. I learned the 
design skills that will make an app stand out in a crowd. 
Happy to be a part of your session, Learners Point.”
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